Technique of stereotactic biopsy of two cranial target employing spherical coordinates to define a single trajectory.
A 'spherical coordinate system' has been developed to allow either stereotactic biopsy of two intracranial lesions using a single predetermined trajectory or biopsy of a single lesion through an existing burr hole. By means of the Gildenberg technique, the CT coordinates of the targets (or target and burr hole) are obtained. These are employed in three simple trigonometric equations to give three coordinates-two angles for the probe carrier (theta and alpha) and the radius (T) of a sphere, defined by one target as the center and the other target on the surface. These can be utilized in the Todd-Wells stereotactic frame. This system was evaluated using hollow skulls and crossed 30-gauge wire for phantom targets. The system was tried on ten different target combinations, and eight successful trajectories were obtained to within 3 mm. Two target combinations were inaccessible because of technical limitations of the Todd-Wells frame. This 'spherical coordinate system' can decrease the time to localize multiple targets as well as minimize the number of passes.